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A.G.M. 7th Feb 2012
Tuesday week. Your chance to vote on the committee and motions.

Work parties
This Sunday sees the second of the work parties. It will be at Woodlands lake, Forty hall.
The start is 8am meet at the lake or if you are early walk to the gate at the end of the road
and blag a lift down if you are lucky. I will be going down around 7.30 with tools.
To fish either Passingford, Paradise or Woodlands during MAY you must work at a work
party see page 10 of the current Handbook
Phone to book yourself into any work party, and to discuss any tools you may have that
will be useful. There are limits on numbers on most work parties.
Boots, gloves, drink needed and I suggest soap and towel.
Make sure you book in with me on arrival to get your May fishing ticket.

Outings/matches

Two matches left in this season. Arrons on the 5th Feb and Pea lane on the 19th Feb
Our main aim is to enjoy a day out fishing with a few laughs along the way.

Fishers Green

Tuesdays’ rain should give us some colour and flow. Good for the Chub and Barbel.

Turnford
Still slow except for Pike. Unfortunately no one seems to be going for the bream that go
to double figures, in Railway and Lea pits. There are also good Roach

Paradise pond
No reports of anyone fishing but the water level is coming up albeit very slow.

Passingford
Struggling with getting the right size of fish, many suppliers have very small fish but they
are only any good for two or three years on. If anyone gets to hear of fish half pound
upwards please give me a ring.

New river
Like all the rivers it has been very hard during the summer with the low levels and gin
clear water, but this could improve if only for a couple of days with the rain and the
weed dying off. Trot well down or cast a small bomb well down or up river. Keep well
back from the sight line of the fish. Fish light and fine, bread flake or small worm.

R.S.A. Relief channel

Much the same applies to this stretch as the New river except that you don’t have to
worry about keeping back. Barbel to 12lb and Carp to 17lbs have been taken 60yds or
so below the bottom weir where the river deepens up a bit.

Forty hall

Now closed until 1st April.

Mike Smith

Work parties here this Sunday details above.

secretary@hollowanglingsociety.co.uk

If you know of any member not getting this magazine please get them to ring me 020 8505 3215

